ISLINGTON
Environment & Regeneration
Municipal Office, 222 Upper Street, N1 1XR
Report of: Service Director, Public Protection
Meeting of:

Date:

Ward(s):

Licensing Sub-Committee

12/08/2021

Holloway

Exempt

SUBJECT: PREMISES LICENCE SUMMARY REVIEW APPLICATION
RE: Viva La Pizza, 367 Holloway Road, London, N7 0RN.
1.

Synopsis
1.1

This is an application by Metropolitan Police for an Expedited Review of the Premises
Licence under Section 53A of the Licensing Act 2003. The application and certificate was
received on July 13th 2021 and was accompanied by a supporting witness statement from
PC Adam Peace.

1.2

The Licensing Service received the application at 09:56 on 13th July 2021.

1.3

The incident itself relates to an extremely serious criminal offence and the ongoing
investigation by Metropolitan Police. The actions of employees of the venue during this
investigation constitute not only a stance completely contrary to the licensing objectives
but an apparently concerted effort to protect a suspect and stymie a police investigation.
Police are of the view that such serious failings, highlighting as they do grave and ongoing
deficiencies in the attitude and behaviour of the staff at the venue, not only demonstrate
an association with serious crime but constitute a continuing risk of serious crime.

1.4

Within 48 hours of receipt of the chief officer’s application, the Licensing Authority must
consider whether it is necessary to take interim steps. On 14th July 2021 a licensing subcommittee determined that it was appropriate for the premises licence to be suspended
until the full licensing sub-committee hearing. The decision notice can be found at
Appendix 4 of this report.

1.5

At the time of writing, there has been no appeal in regards to the Interim Steps decision.

2.

3.

Relevant Representations
Licensing Authority

Yes

Metropolitan Police

No

Noise

Yes

Health and Safety

No

Trading Standards

No

Public Health

No

Safeguarding Children

No

London Fire Brigade

No

Local residents

No:

Other bodies

No:

Background/History
3.1

The premises currently holds a licence allowing:
i)

The sale by retail of alcohol, on & off supplies, Mondays to Sundays from 11:00
until 22:30; and

ii)

The premises to be open to the public, Mondays to Sundays from 11:00 until
23:00.

3.2

The premises licence is currently held by Finsbury Limited having been approved by way
of a Licensing Sub-Committee on 12th May 2020.

3.3

The current Designated Premises Supervisor is Mr Besnik Hoxha having been named by
way of a DPS variation. This application was approved on 25th November 2020.

3.4

The licensee, Finsbury Limited, has advised the licensing service that they have nothing
to do with the daily running of the business and act only as a freeholder for the premises.
It has been made clear to the licensee that while they remain named as such they are
responsible for licensable activities and should respond accordingly.

3.5

At the time of writing, there has been no representation from the licensee in response to
this premises licence review application.

4.

Recommendations
4.1

To determine the application to review the premises licence under Section 53A of the
Licensing Act 2003.

4.2

The Committee must, having regard to the application and any relevant
representations, take such steps as mentioned in Section 53C(3) of the Act (if any) as it
considers appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives.

4.3

The steps stated in Section 53C(3) of the Act are as follows:
a. the modification of the conditions of the premises licence;
b. the exclusion of a licensable activity from the scope of the licence;
c. the removal of the designated premises supervisor from the licence;
d. the suspension of the premises licence for a period nor exceeding three months; or
e. the revocation of the premises licence.

4.4

The Committee also have the option to:
a. leave the licence in its existing state; and
b. has the power in relation to steps a) and b) detailed at 4.3 to provide that the
modification and exclusion only has effect for a limited period not exceeding three
months.

5.

Conclusion and reasons for recommendations
5.1

The Council is required to consider this summary review application in the light of all
relevant information, and must take such steps as is considers appropriate to promote
the licensing objectives.

5.2

The Council is also required to consider whether the interim measures
continue pending any appeal.

Appendices:
Appendix 1:

Application form and Certificate;

Appendix 2:

Witness Statement of PC Adam Peace;

Appendix 3:

Current Premises Licence.

Appendix 4:

Interim Steps Decision Notice.

Appendix 5:

Representations.

Appendix 6:

Suggested conditions and map of premises location.

Background papers:
None.
Final report clearance:

Signed by:

02/08/2021
Service Director – Public Protection

Report author: Licensing Service
Tel: 020 75027 3031
E-mail: licensing@islington.gov.uk

Date

Appendix la
PROTECTIVE MARKING
Form 693

METROPOLITAN

POLICE

TOTAL POLICING

Form for Applying for a Summary Licence Review
Application for the review of a premises licence under section 53A of the Licensing Act 2003
(premises associated with serious crime, serious disorder or both)

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS FIRST
Before completing this form please read the guidance notes at the end of the form. If you are completing the form by
hand please write legibly in block capitals. In all cases ensure that your answers are inside the boxes and written in
black ink.
Use additional sheets if necessary.

Name:

Islington Borough Council

Address:
222 Upper Street

Post town:

Islington

Post code:

N1 1XR

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--I

Ref. No.:

I PC 2533CN - Adam Peace
on behalf of the chief officer of police for the Metropolitan Police area apply for the review of a premises
licence under section 53A of the Licensing Act 2003.
1. Premises details
Postal address of premises or club premises, or if none, ordnance survey map reference or description:
Viva La Pizza, 367 Holloway Rd,

Post town:

Name of premises licence holder or club holding club premises certificate (if known):
Finsbury Limited REG 0987943 1

Number of premises licence or club premises certificate (if known):
LN/ 199 14- 120520

3. Certificate under section 53A(1 )(b) of the Licensing Act 2003 (Please read guidance note 1)
I confirm that a certificate has been given by a senior member of the police force for the police area above
that in his opinion the above premises are associated with serious crime or serious disorder or both, and the
certificate accompanies this application.
Please tick the box to confirm:

l:8J

PROTECTIVE MARKING

4. Details of association of the above premises with serious crime, serious disorder or both
(Please read guidance note 2)
- During late evening Fri 25th June three female friends stop off at the venue in question for food en-route home. All 3
have been drinking.
- During their visit they have further drinks with members of staff at the premises and at some point those staff
members 'invite themselves' back to the females address nearby.
- During the early morning of Sat 26th June the London Ambulance Service receive a call from the females stating
they need medical assistance and that one of them has been seriously sexually assaulted.
- This call is, as per protocol, passed immediately to the Police to attend in parallel.
- Officers attend the address and an allegation is formally made to them. Initial actions are undertaken by both Police
and Ambulance Services.
- In the days following the incident, and commensurate with the severity of the offence in question , the police
undertake a full investigation into the matter, comprising several strands. One of the primary lines of enquiry relates
to the identification and apprehension of the suspect.
- As a primary part of this aspect of the investigation, specialist officers attempt to undertake investigation at the given
licensed premises. They find their efforts undermined at every stage.
- Staff refuse to assist the police with any investigation .
- The CCTV system at the venue is found to be non-functioning.
- Further investigation, of a specialist and non-disclosable nature, confirms multiple contacts between staff and
suspect.
- It is apparent that such contact has been made with the express purpose of warning the suspect of the current
situation, and deliberately undermining the criminal investigation being undertaken.
- At the time of writing the suspect remains unidentified and unlocated . The police investigation is ongoing .
It is the view of the police that multiple serious issues have been identified.
- The initial interaction (between staff at licensed premises and intoxicated female patrons) appears, at best, wholly
inappropriate.
- The incident itself relates to an extremely serious criminal offence.
- Subsequent actions by staff at the venue constitute not only a stance completely contrary to the licensing objectives
but an apparently concerted effort to protect a suspect and stymie a police investigation.

Police are of the view that such serious failings, highlighting as they do grave and ongoing deficiencies in the attitude
and behaviour of the staff at the venue, not only demonstrate an association with serious crime but constitute a
continuin risk of serious crime.

Signature:
Capacity:

Police Licensing Officer

Surname:
Address:
3rd Floor, 222 Upper Street,

Post town:

Islington

Post code:

N1 1XR

PROTECTIVE MARKING
Tel. No.:

07919 547416

Email:

adam.peace@met.police.uk

Notes for guidance

1.

A certificate of the kind mentioned in the form must accompany the application in order for it to be valid under
the terms of the Licensing Act 2003. The certificate must explicitly state the senior officer's opinion that the
premises in question are associated with serious crime, serious disorder or both.
Serious crime is defined by reference to section 81 of the Regulation of Investigatory Pow ers Act 2000. In
summary, it means:
• conduct that amounts to one or more criminal offences for which a person who has attained the age of
eighteen and has no previous convictions could reasonably be expected to be sentenced to imprisonment for
a term of three years or more; or
• conduct that amounts to one or more criminal offences and involves the use of violence, results in substantial
financial gain or is conduct by a large number of persons in pursuit of a common purpose.
Serious disorder is not defined in legislation, and so bears its ordinary English meaning .

2.

Briefly describe the circumstances giving rise to the opinion that the above premises are associated with serious
crime, serious disorder, or both.
Retention Period: 7 years

MP 14 6/12
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PROTECTIVE MARKING

Form 693A

METROPOLITAN

POLICE

TOTAL POLICING

Certificate under Section 53A(1 )(b) of the Licensing Act 2003
l\1etropolitan Police Service I New Scotland I Yard 8-10 Broadway I London I SW1H OBG

I hereby certify that in my opinion the premises desctibed below are associated with:
serious crime

Prem ises (lrclude business name and address c'lnd any other relevant 1dent1fying details):
Postal address of premises or club premises, or if none, ordnance survey map reference or description:
Viva La Pizza, 367 Holloway Rd,

Post town:

Islington

Post code:
(if kn.9wn)

N70RN

Premises licence number (if known):
LN/19914-120520

Name of premises supervisor (if known):

Besnik Hox.ha

I am a Superintendent* in the Metropolitan Police Service.
"Insert rank of officer giving the certificate, which must be superintendent or above.

I am giving this certificate because I am of the opinion that other procedures under the
Licensing Act zire inapi:;rcpriat6 in ' his case because:
(Give a brief description of why other procedures such as a standard review process are thought to be inappropriate, e.g. the
degree of seriousness of the crime and/or disorder, the past history of compliance in relation to th~ premises concerned)

PROTECTIVE MARKING

- This matter relates to an allegation of serious sexual assault by staff members emp toyed at the
given venue.
- In tile days following the incident, and commensurate with the severity of the offence in question,
P<>lice have undertaken a full investigation into the matter, comprising several strands. One of
the primary lines of enquiry relates to the identification and apprehension of the suspect.
... As a primary part of this aspect of the investigation, specialist officers have attempted to
undertake investigation at the given licensed premises. They have found their efforts undermined
at every stage.
- Staff have persistently refused to assist the police with any investigation.
• The CCTV system at the venue has been found to be non-functioning.
- Further investigation, of a specialist and non-disclosable nature, has confirmed multi ple contacts
between staff and suspect.
- It is apparent that such contact has been made with the express purpose of warning the suspect
of the current situation, and deliberately undermining the criminal investigation being
undertaken.
- I have given consideration to the necessity for summary review (as opposed to enteri ng a
standard review of the licence), and am of the view that this step is necessary and proportionate.
- I deem that the crime in question is so serious, and the potential risk going forward sufficiently
high, that the matter should be put before the licensing committee as soon as possible so as to
allow suitable measures to be put in place to safeguard the public. I recommend that the licence
be suspended pending a full review hearing.
- The circumstances as explained to me highlight grave failings in the attitudae and actions of staff
and constitute ongoing risk of serious crime.

Signature:

~

Retention Period: 7 years
MP 147/1 2

Date:
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WITNESS STATEMENT
Criminal Procedure Rules, r 27. 2; Criminal Just ice Act 1967, s. 9; Magistrates ' Courts Act 1980, s.5B
URN

Statement of: PC 2533CN Adam Peace
Age if under 18: Over 18

(if over 18 insert 'over 187

~I~-~--~~

Occupation: Police Officer

This statement, consisting of 3 pages each signed by me, is true to the best of my knowledge and belief and I
make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it
anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.
Witness Signature: . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. .............. ................. Date: 08/07/2021

I am PC Adam Peace. I have worked for the Metropolitan Police for 20 years. I am currently a
licensing officer for Islington Borough.
The role involves undertaking patrols of licensed premises; offering assistance to patrons and
management on all related matters; assisting w ith the investigation into, and prevention of, crime on
licensed premises; and ensuring that venues fully uphold the licensing objectives.

I submit this statement in support of an application for summary licence review and accompanying
authority certificate submitted under section 53A of the licensing act dated 12/07/19.
Both documents have been prepared seeking an urgent review into the premises licence of:
Viva La Pizza, 367 Holloway Rd, Islington, N7 ORN
[Licence number LN/ 19914-120520].

Background:
As part of the licensing role, officers on the team undertake an interrogation of all crimes recorded
across Islington Borough on a daily basis.
The crime in question was identified by myself and after viewing the crime report it was immediately
of serious concern. It outlines an incident regarding Viva La Pizza whereby a female patron has
alleged having been subjected to serious sexual assault. The suspect for the offence was a member
of staff at the venue .
I discussed the matter with PS Fraser, the licensing Team Manager, and subsequently contacted the
investigating officer for an update on his enquiries.
The subsequent Police investigation has highlighted grave concern with the attitude and actions of
staff both on the night in question and subsequently.
The investigation is, at the time of writing, still active and as a result this my statement is intentionally
brief and scant in its detail.
Witness Signature: ................ ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ................. .................. .................... ............ ..
Signature Witnessed by Signature:.................................................................................... .................. .. ..
Page 1 of 3
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Continuation of Statement of:

Incident Outline:
During late evening Fri 25Th June three female friends stop off at the venue in question for
food en-route home. All 3 have been drinking.
During their visit they have further drinks with members of staff at the premises and at some
point those staff members 'invite themselves' back to the females address nearby.
During the early morning of Sat 26th June the London Ambulance Service receive a call from
the females stating they need medical assistance and that one of them has been seriously
sexually assaulted.
-

This call is, as per protocol, passed immediately to the Police to attend in parallel.

-

Officers attend the address and an allegation is formally made to them. Initial actions are
undertaken by both Police and Ambulance Services.
In the days following the incident, and commensurate with the severity of the offence in
question, the police undertake a full investigation into the matter, comprising several strands.
One of the primary lines of enquiry relates to the identification and apprehension of the
suspect.

-

As a primary part of this aspect of the investigation, specialist officers attempt to undertake
investigation at the given licensed premises. They find their efforts undermined at every
stage.

-

Staff refuse to assist the police with any investigation .

-

The CCTV system at the venue is found to be non-functioning.
Further investigation , of a specialist and non-disclosable nature, confirms multiple contacts
between staff and suspect.
It is apparent that such contact has been made with the express purpose of warning the
suspect of the current situation, and deliberately undermining the criminal investigation being
undertaken.

-

At the time of writing the suspect remains unidentified and unlocated. The police investigation
is ongoing .

Concern :
In the view of police, the initial interaction between staff at licensed premises and intoxicated
female patrons appears wholly inappropriate.
-

The incident itself relates to an extremely serious criminal offence.

Witness Signature: ................ ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ...... .............................................................. .
Signature Witnessed by Signature : ................................................................... ...................................... .
Page 2 of 3

Continuation of Statement of:
- Subsequent actions by staff at the venue constitute not only a stance completely contrary to
the licensing objectives but an apparently concerted effort to protect a suspect and stymie a
police investigation.

Recommendations:
Having discussed the matter both internally and with the CID department dealing, the police view is
that the severity of the initial offence, and the serious and ongoing deficiencies in the attitude and
behaviour of the staff at the venue, constitute a continuing risk of serious crime.
Police therefore submit an application for summary review and request that the committee give
consideration to suspending the premises licence as an interim measure pending full review.

Witness Signature: ................ ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... .....................................................................
Signature Witnessed by Signature:..........................................................................................................
Page 3 of 3

Appendix 3
PREMISES LICENCE
UCENSING ACT 2003
Premises licence

number

LN/ 19914_251120

t

Date of original
grant*

ISLINGTON

12th May 2020

*An annual fee associated with this licence is to be paid on the anniversary of the
original grant date.

Postal address of premises, or if none, ordnance survey map reference or description
RESTAURANT
367 HOLLOWAY ROAD
Post town
London
Tele hone number

Postcode

N70RN

Where the licence is time limited the dates
Not A licable
Licensable activities authorised by the licence:
The sale b retail of alcohol
The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities

The sale by retail of alcohol:

•

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

11:00
11:00

to

to

11:00
11 :00

to

11;00
11 :OO
11 :00

to
to
to

to

22:30
22:30
22:30
22:30
22:30
22:30
22:30

Gaming Machine Provision:
Not authorised.
The opening hours of the premises:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

11 :00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

23: 00

23:00
23:00
23:00
23:00
23:00
23:00

Where the licence authorises supplies of alcohol whether these are on and/or off

supplies
On and off supplies

··~~

.... _ - -

-

Name, (registered) address, telephone number and e-mail (where relevant) of
holder of premises licence

Finsbury Limited,
107 Hindes Road,

Harrow,
Middlesex,
HA11RU.
Registered number of holder, for example company number, charity number (where
applicable)

09879431
Name, address and telephone number of designated premises supervisor where the
premises licence authorises the supply of alcohol
Mr Besnik Hoxha,

Personal licence number and issuing authority of personal licence held by
designated premises supervisor where the premises licence authorises the supply of
alcohol

Islington Council
Public Protection Division
222 Upper Street
London

N11XR

Service Manager .. v \
Commercial & Residential

Tel: 020 7527 3031
Email: licensing@islington.gov.uk

t ~ Irz.../2-0
Date of Issue

- - --

Annex 1 - Mandatory conditions

No supply of alcohol may be made under the premises licence:

1.

a)

at a time when there is no designated premises supervisor in respect of the
premises licence, or

b)

at a time when the designated premises supervisor does not hold a personal
licence or his personal licence is suspended.

2.

Every supply of alcohol under the premises licence must be made or authorised by
a person who holds a personal licence.

3.

All door supervisors shall be licensed by the Security Industry Authority.

4.

The admission of children to the exhibition of a film shall be restricted in
accordance with the recommendation of a film classification body as defined in the
Video Recordings Act 1984 or Islington Council acting as the licensing authority
where it has given notice In section 20(3) of the licensing Act 2003.

There are further 'Mandatory conditions' applicable to licences authorising the supply of
alcohol. A full list of the current mandatory conditions is available from the licensing pages
on Islington's web site, www.islington.gov.uk. This list is subject to change by order of the
Secretary of State and licensees and other responsible persons are advised to ensure they
are aware of the latest conditions.
Annex 2 - Conditions consistent with the Operating Schedule

!'

1.

All customers will be asked to leave quietly.

2.

Clear notices will be prominently displayed to remind customers to leave quietly and
have regard to neighbouring properties.

3.

An incident log shall be kept at the premises, and made available upon request to
the police or an authorised officer, which will record:

tj

4.

a)

Any and all allegations of crime and/or disorder reported at the venue;

b)

Any and all complaints received by any party;

c)

Any faults in the CCTV system;

d)

Any visit by a relevant authority or emergency service;

e)

Any and all ejections of patrons;

f)

Any and all seizures of drugs or offensive weapons; and

g)

Any refusal of the sale of alcohol.

In the event that crime or serious disorder is, or appears to have been, committed
on the premises, the management will immediately ensure that:
a)

The police and, where appropriate, the London Ambulance Service, are called
immediately;

b)

As far as is safe and reasonable practicable, all measures will be taken to
apprehend any identified suspects pending the arrival of the police; and

c)

As far as is safe and reasonable practicable, all measures will be taken to
preserve any identified crime scene pending the arrival of the police.

5.

CClV shall be installed, operated, and maintained, to function all times that the
premises is open for licensable activities. Said CCTV will comply with the following
criteria:
a)

The licensee will ensure that the system Is checked every two weeks to
ensure that the system is working property and that the date and time are
correct;

b)

A record of these checks, showing the date and name of the person checking,
will be kept and made available to the police or other authorised officer on
request;

c)

The Police will be informed if the system will not be operating for longer than
one day of business for any reason;

d)

One camera will show a close-up of the entrance to the premises, to capture
a clear, full length image of anyone entering;

e)

The system will provide full coverage of the interior of the premises and any
exterior part of the premises accessible to the public;

f)

The system will record in real time and recordings will be date and time
stamped;

g)

The system will be specified so as to operate satisfactorily regardless of
lighting conditions;

h)

During opening hours, at least 1 member of staff on duty will be able to
operate the system sufficiently to allow Police or authorised Council officers to
view footage on request;

i)

Recordings will be kept for a minimum of 31 days;

j)

Footage will be provided free of charge to the police or other authorised
officers upon request (subject to the Data Protection Act 1998) within 24
hours of any request.

6.

The premises licence holder shall ensure that all sales staff receive appropriate
training in relation to managing conflict and health and safety of the public and
staff. Training documents shall be signed and dated and will be held in a suitable
hard-copy log, to be made available to a Police Officer or Council Officer upon
request. Said records shall be retained for at least 12 months.

7.

The licensee shall ensure that the management and staff prevent the admission of,
and ensure the prompt departure from the premises of, any and all drunk and or
disorderly people or other people displaying signs of other substance use, without
causing any disorder.

8.

A full restaurant menu of hot food (in the form of substantial meals that are freshly
prepared on the premises), and soft/non-intoxicating drinks will be offered at all
times when the premises is open for licensable activities.

9.

The premises will operate the 'Challenge 25' proof of age scheme where:
a)

All staff will be fully trained in its operation; and

b)

Only suitable forms of photographic identification, such as passport or UK
driving licence, or holograph equipped 'PASS' scheme cards, will be accepted.

10.

The premises will display and maintain appropriate signage advising customers of
the contact details of the Designated Premises Supervisor.

11.

There shall be no vertical drinking permitted anywhere on the premises at any time.

12.

Noise or vibration must not emanate from the premises so as to cause a nuisance
to nearby properties.

13.

Music shall be restricted to ambient background levels of sound.

14.

If speakers are attached to the structure they shall be mounted on flexible fixings
and shall be positioned away from the ceiling.

15.

The sound insulation properties of the premises shall be monitored, maintained and
adapted as necessary to ensure that amplified sound played within the premises
does not cause nuisance or undue disturbance to occupiers of nearby premises.

16.

In the event of a statutory noise nuisance being established from amplified sound
within the premises the licensee shall appoint a noise consultant registered with the
Institute of Acoustics or Association of Noise Consultants survey neighbouring
residential dwellings in order to come to agreements with the Licensing Authority in
relation to maximum music levels to be permitted and install an entertainment
noise control system if deemed necessary.

•

If this Condition is enacted and once the survey has been completed,
the premises licence shall include the maximum sound levels permitted
at the premises to the satisfaction of the Pollution Team. The
maximum sound levels quoted on the premises licence shall replace the
above condition.

•

If an entertainment noise control system is present It shall be
monitored, checked and calibrated as necessary, so that the levels
approved by the Council, are not exceeded.

•

In the event of any changes to the position of the speakers and
distribution of sound, the limiter (if present) shall be recalibrated and
the new calibration certificate shall be sent to the Licensing team for
file.

•

The controls for the entertainment noise control system (if present)
shall be located in a secure, lockable cupboard or similar location. The
entertainment noise control system is to be independent of control by
persons other than the licensee. Access to the entertainment noise
control system is to be restricted to the Licensee or a designated
manager.

tl;

1

17.

Alcohol shall not be sold or supplied on the premises otherwise than to persons
taking table meals there and for consumption by such a person as an ancillary to
his/her meal with the exception of a maximum of 6 persons in a designated area
waiting to be seated.

18.

Drinks shall not be taken outside in open containers for consumption apart from to
customers seated in any a1Jthorised area for external tables and chairs.

Annex 3 - Conditions attached after a hearing by the licensing authority

None
Annex 4 - Plans

Reference Number: 19914-120520-Plan

Premises Licence Summary
Licensing Act 2003
Premises licence
number

Date of original
gran~

LN/19914-251120

12th May 2020

*An annual fee associated with this licence is to be paid on the anniversary of the
original grant date.

Postal address of premises, or if none, ordnance survey map reference or description
RESTAURANT
367 HOLLOWAY ROAD
Post town
I London
Tele1>hone number l

jlfi

' '

l

Postcode

I N7 ORN

Where the licence is time limited the dates
Not
licable

ij!

Licensable activities authorised by the licence:

The sale b retail of alcohol
.. I

The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities

•

The sale by retail of alcohol:

1t.
~I

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00

to
to

22:30
22:30

to

22:30

to

22:30
22:30
22:30
22:30

to
to
to

lt1•

,, ''1•'f
"'
"F!t,
r~

Gaming Machine Provision:
Not authorised.
The opening hours of the premises:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00

to
to

to
to

to
to
to

23:00
23:00
23:00

23:00
23:00
23:00
23:00

Where the licence authorises supplies of alcohol whether these are on and/or off

supplies
On and off suoolies

Name, {registered) address, telephone number and e-mail (where relevant) of
holder of premises licence

Finsbury Limited,
107 Hindes Road,
Harrow,
Middlesex,

HA11RU.
Registered number of holder, for example company number, charity number (where
applicable)

09879431
Name, address and telephone number of designated premises supervisor where the
premises licence authorises the supply of alcohol

Mr Besnik Hoxha

!lli.

1

State whether access to the premises by children is restricted or prohibited
It is an offence to allow persons under the age of 16 years to be on the premises whilst it is
open exclusively or primarily for the supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises unless
they are accompanied by a person aged 18 or over. No unaccompanied person under the age
of 16 years shall be permitted on the premises between 12 midnight and Sam if alcohol is
supplied for consumption on the premises.

Islington Council
Public Protection Division
222 Upper Street
London
N11XR

Tel: 020 7527 3031
Email: licensing@islington.gov.uk
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Appendix 4

ISLINGTON COUNCIL LICENSING SUB-COMMITTEE
DECISION FORM
Licensing Sub-Committee B -14 July 2021
Viva La Pizza, 367 Holloway Road, N7 ORN
DECISION

The Sub-Committee has decided to suspend the premises licence in respect of Viva La Pizza, 367
Holloway Road, N7 ORN with immediate effect and until a full review hearing has taken place.
REASONS FOR DECISION

This meeting was facil itated by Zoom.
The Licensing Sub-Committee considered whether it was necessary to take interim steps pending a
full licence review. The Sub-Committee took into account the oral and written representations from
the police. It was alleged that there had been a serious criminal offence committed on a customer in
a vulnerable state off the premises following drinking on the premises with staff. The members of
staff had failed to co-operate with the police and had obstructed the investigation which is on-going.
The licence holder was notified about the meeting but was not in attendance.
The Sub-Committee considered that a suspension of the premises licence was necessary while
investigations took place and to ensure the safety of the public.

Appendix 5
Rep 1
Licensing Authority Representation
Licensing Act 2003 – Premises Licence Review
Premises:

VIVA LA PIZZA
367 Holloway Road, N7 0RN

Licensee:
Finsbury Limited
Premises Licence number: LN/19914-251120
Applicant:

Metropolitan Police Service

I am submitting a representation on behalf of the Licensing Authority in support of the
application for a Premises Licence Review submitted by the Metropolitan Police Service.
This representation relates to the prevention of crime and disorder, promotion of public
safety and prevention of public nuisance licensing objectives.
Background
The licensed premises is on the ground floor of the property, with residential properties
above.
The premises have been licensed since 12 May 2020, when the Licensing Sub
Committee granted the licence after hearing submissions from a local resident who
suffered music and other noise disturbance on a number of occasions.
The licence holders informed the Committee that measures would be taken to reduce
noise level from music and moving of furniture and music would be at background level
only. They agreed to conditions submitted by the Noise team and Police.
The Sub-Committee concluded that the premises were not alcohol led and would be
operating within framework hours and that the granting of the licence with the agreed
conditions would promote the licensing objectives.
The Sub-Committee was satisfied that the operating schedule in their application,
demonstrated high standards of management, with the expectation that the high
standards would be maintained.
A Variation of the Designated Premises Supervisor was applied for in the name of Mr
Besnik Hoxha and was granted on 25 November 2020 and the premises licence
amended accordingly.
The premises is licensed for the sale of alcohol on and off the premises from 11am to
10.30pm each day.
The review application
This review application presents the recent history at the premises, citing offences involving
serious sexual assault, being very uncooperative with Police officers and being a serious
threat to the safety of the public and a continuing risk of serious crime.
Licensing Policy considerations:
The following Policies, determined by the Licensing Authority as being appropriate to
promote the licensing objectives, are relevant to this application:
Licensing Policy 8 - Management Standards
Licensing Policy 14 - Alcohol Induced Crime, Disorder and Antisocial Behaviour
Licensing Policy 21 - Public Nuisance

Licensing Policy 22 - Noise Associated with Licensable Activities
Licensing Policy 29 - Review of Licensed Premises
Standards of Management:
When assessing the licensee’s ability to demonstrate a commitment to high standards of
management the Licensing Authority will take into account whether the applicant or licensee:
•

can demonstrate comprehensive knowledge of best practice

•

has sought advice from the responsible authorities

•

has implemented any advice that been given by the responsible authorities

•

is able to understand verbal and written advice and legal requirements

•

can demonstrate knowledge of the licensing objectives, relevant parts of the
Licensing Policy and their responsibilities under the Licensing Act 2003

•

is able to run their businesses lawfully and in accordance with good business
practices

•

can demonstrate a track record of compliance with legal requirements

Where there is a history of non-compliance associated with the management of the
premises, the Licensing Authority is unlikely to permit premises to continue to operate
without further restrictions on review, unless there is evidence of significant improvement in
management standards.
The Licensing Authority is committed to promoting high standards of management in all
licenced premises and expects licensees to demonstrate this through their management
practices. Experience indicates that where these requirements are not adhered to, the
licensing objectives are likely to be undermined.
Our records show that there have been numerous calls and complaints to the Pollution
Team regarding music and noise escape from the premises, which are outlined in the
representation from the Environmental Pollution Manager.
Review of Licensed Premises
The Licensing Authority will apply the full range of powers available to it when a review of a
premise licence becomes necessary, including:
•

Restricting hours of operation

•

Removing licensable activities from the premises licence

•

Imposing additional conditions

•

Require the removal of a designated premises supervisor

•

Suspending a licence

•

Revoking a licence.

•

The Licensing Authority believes that the promotion of the licensing objectives
are best achieved in an atmosphere of mutual co-operation between all
stakeholders.

•

Reviews are therefore mainly reserved for circumstances where early warnings
of concerns and the need for improvement have gone unheededby the
management of the licensed premises. However, in this case the matters were
so serious that an expedited review was applied for and premises licence
suspended until the decision at the full Review hearing.

Recommendation

The Licensing Authority has submitted this representation, having considered all the
evidence presented by the Metropolitan Police and having reviewed the Licensing Service’s
records. It is recommended that the Licensing Committee consider the full options available
under Section 52 of the Licensing Act.
Terrie Lane
Licensing Manager
Public Protection Division
222 Upper Street
London N1 1XR
T: 020 7527 3031
E: licensing@islington.gov.uk

26/07/2021
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Rep 2

1S LINGTON

Islington Licensing Authority
Licensing Act 2003
REPRESENTATION FORM FROM RESPONSIBLE AUTHORITIES
Responsible Authority Environmental Protection
Andrew Ford

Your Name
Job Title
Postal and email address

Contact telephone number

Environmental Pollution Manager
London Borough of Islington
222 Upper Street
London
N1 1XR
020 7527 2022

Name of the premises you are
making a representation about
Address of the premises you are
making a representation about

Viva La Pizza

Which of the four licensing
Objectives does your
representation relate to?

Yes
Or
No

Please detail the evidence supporting your
representation. Or the reason for your
representation.
Please use separate sheets if necessary

X

Please See Attached

Commercial Unit
367 Holloway Road
Islington
London
N7 0RN

To prevent crime and disorder
Public safety
To prevent public nuisance
To protect children from harm
Suggested conditions that could be
added to the licence to remedy your
representation or other suggestions you
would like the Licensing Sub Committee
to take into account. Please use
separate sheets where necessary and
refer to checklist.

Signed:

_______________Date:

Please See Attached

26/07/2021

Please return this form along with any additional sheets to: Licensing Support Team,

Public Protection, 222 Upper Street, London N1 1XR or email to
licensing@islington.gov.uk
This form must be returned within the Statutory Period. For more details please
check with the Licensing Support Team on 020 7527 3031
https://islingtoncouncil-my.sharepoint.com/personal/andrew_ford_islington_gov_uk/Documents/Desktop/Resp Auth
Representation - Viva La Pizza.docx-FA
Page 1 of 4

Environmental Pollutio n Team evidence and recommendations
Since t he beginning of June 2021, the period relating t o this review, there have been mult iple
complaints from local residents particu larly in relation t o noise and that could be considered a
nuisance.
Due to the COVI D-19 sit uation interna l assessments in residential premises in order t o establish a
nuisance have not been able to be undertaken as frequent ly as would normally be the case. How ever
on the 26th June 2021 an authorised officer, during an in home assessment w as "Satisfied [the noise)
was a material interference to enjoyment of [the residents) property." Which is a key determinant of
w hether a nuisance has occu rred or not.

Complaints
The complaints relating to noise and anti-social behaviour are list ed below.
A table of recent complaints regarding noise and anti-social behaviour made t o t he counci ls First
Response Team :
Date
Details
CALL FROM RESIDENT REPORTS LOUD M USIC COMING FROM COMM PR EMISES ON
GOING ISSUE , PROTCOLS AR E NOT BEING FOLLOWED, ISSUE IS FROM WARE AS
06/ 06/ 2021 W ELL FRONT.
Music, t humping and repit it ive, began today at about 12.15, stopped for while
around 3, started again 4.10 but I am going out.Am reporting and logging as advised
07/ 06/ 2021 yesterday by telephone

07/ 06/ 2021
08/ 06/ 2021
09/ 06/ 2021
09/ 06/ 2021
10/ 06/ 2021

Music from premises .Thank you for ca lli ng back earlier, I w as out visit ing a
friend. Have come home to music being played
but I
am very t ired and w ill now go to bed . I can hear t he bass thump _
, though
not very lou
Music began at about 11.20 and contiued thumping along continuosly until 3.40
approx
Music began at 12.17 t oday and continued non stop unit ! shortly after 5. Th umping
m usic at varying levels but aw ays audible.
loud m usic coming from viva la pizza
v loud music 1.40 - 2.30 p.m. approx
Loud m usic from the above venue. Comp states it is an ongoing issue.

10/ 06/ 2021

10/ 06/ 2021
11/ 06/ 2021

12/ 06/ 2021
14/ 06/ 2021

15/ 06/ 2021
19/ 06/ 2021
19/ 06/ 2021
19/ 06/ 2021

Music started at about 7.30. I called t he reprting number andgot almost to t he end
of my deails before the line w ent dead/ I ca lled bake and, after the Islington
message, eventually, after listening toa drum roll, rgor avoice message tel
VIVA LAPIZZA RESTUARANT PLAYING LOUD BANGING M USIC AND IS UN BEARABLE .
Heavy thumping music fora bout 2 hours rhis morning st artin at 11.20 or soHeavy
t humping musicstarted again at 4.52 p.m.Although t he volume w as reduced
somew hat at aroun6 the thumping is still clearly audible and ongoing at 6.15 p.m.
Loud t humping music began at about 7 it is now 8.25 approx
Thumping m usic began at 4 pm and is ongoing at 8.17. I have been t rying to Send
t his since 7-20 but could not subm it the form ... So t his is not the loudest but is st ill
audible. As an example I t ried w atching t v line+of Duty at reasonable volume 70%
and the
Loud m usic all afternoon unt il about 5.30, then quieter t hen louder from 6.20
approx
Loud m usic stopped at about 7 20 started again after about 5 m inutes audible but
louder again after about 15 m inutes . So, loud and ongoing
The loud heavy thumping music club type has been continuous now from about 10
m inutes after Islingt on Noise Officw left my fl at.

Music from 6.30 until now 11.12. I made an earlier report but found that it wasn't
delivered somehow. So: music started at 6.30 p m at audible level, volume increase
20/06/2021 about 9 , many voices, laughing and shouting, very loud thumping music
Music began today at 10.45 a..m. Continued throughout most the day., audibleAt
about 6 p.m. thumping, music volume increased by thumping continues it is now
23/06/2021 8.34
Music ongoing 8.55You just called me after receiving my report sorry i missed your
23/06/2021 call was in bathroom
Thumping music began 11.30 , I went out for a while, returned 2 to the thumping, it
has been going on all day with about a n hour or so break at around 4. I can hear it
24/06/2021 on both floors. It is now 8.07 p m
Today about 2 p.m. when I returned home after a morning out the noise from [the
pemises] was truly terrible. The thumping and vibrations were causing items to
26/06/2021 shake and move. A neighbour and her friend came in, horrified at the noise. They
Audible music, despite warnings from the Council, from about 7 until now 8.34. I
am very tired with a difficult morning tomorrow and planning on an early night. I
27/06/2021 can't hear the thumping on my. upper floor though the thumping does vibra
Music volume has increase d since my earlier report however as you have not had
time to call me I must now get some sleep. Although the music is quite loud it does
27/06/2021 not have Reg heavy thump - not at the moment anyway. That is a small mercy
01/07/2021 Steady bass beat and instrumental music from about 7 p.m. until now ongoing
Loud thumping music fro shortly aft 9 p.m. until now 9.55 can hear it on both floors
02/07/2021 of my place
Music playing, started at about 4 p.m. pause around 6 for about 40 minutes or so,
now audible Again. This happens most days but I haven't felt like having people
visiting due to [personal situation]. The music has not been of just the thump
22/07/2021 thump variety, just now
The wording of the complaints has had identifying information removed.
It is worth noting that these noise complaints largely occurred in a time when numbers of patrons
were limited due to social distancing and when all patrons were meant to be seated. As restrictions
on numbers are eased it is likely that the noise levels will increase.

Licence conditions
The scale and number of complaints relating to noise from the premises suggests that the premises
are not keeping to their licence conditions.
Licence conditions 12, 13, 14 & 15 deal with noise and vibration. It seems clear from the number and
level of complaints of noise and the witnessing of a nuisance by an authorised officer that either the
sound system is not set up appropriately and/or that there is insufficient/poor management at the
premises.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Noise or vibration must not emanate from the premises so as to cause a nuisance to
nearby properties.
Music shall be restricted to ambient background levels of sound.
If speakers are attached to the structure they shall be mounted on flexible fixings and shall
be positioned away from the ceiling.
The sound insulation properties of the premises shall be monitored, maintained and
adapted as necessary to ensure that amplified sound played within the premises does not
cause nuisance or undue disturbance to occupiers of nearby premises.

At a minimum it seems that conditions 12 & 13 may have been breached and checks need to be made
regarding conditions 14 & 15.

There is a further relevant condition that is relevant in this case:
16.

In the event of a statutory noise nuisance being established from amplified sound within
the premises the licensee shall appoint a noise consultant registered with the Institute of
Acoustics or Association of Noise Consultants survey neighbouring residential dwellings in
order to come to agreements with the Licensing Authority in relation to maximum music
levels to be permitted and install an entertainment noise control system if deemed
necessary.

If this Condition is enacted and once the survey has been completed, the
premises licence shall include the maximum sound levels permitted at the
premises to the satisfaction of the Pollution Team. The maximum sound levels
quoted on the premises licence shall replace the above condition.

If an entertainment noise control system is present it shall be monitored,
checked and calibrated as necessary, so that the levels approved by the
Council, are not exceeded.

In the event of any changes to the position of the speakers and distribution of
sound, the limiter (if present) shall be recalibrated and the new calibration
certificate shall be sent to the Licensing team for file.

The controls for the entertainment noise control system (if present) shall be
located in a secure, lockable cupboard or similar location. The entertainment
noise control system is to be independent of control by persons other than the
licensee. Access to the entertainment noise control system is to be restricted
to the Licensee or a designated manager.

Conclusion
Whilst when approached by authorised officers regarding amplified noise from the premises the
management have turned down or turned off the music, the fact that there are repeated issues
suggests that they have not grasped the seriousness of the issue or their responsibility to those who
live and work around them.
It is likely that both their actions and inaction have caused residents in the local area to suffer a
statutory nuisance.
The London Borough of Islington Environmental Pollution Team, responsible for the prevention of
nuisance including noise, fully support the review application made by Metropolitan Police.
We feel that the current management have demonstrated that they are unable to operate the
premises in a manner that would not cause a nuisance to neighbouring residents.
Following any review, if the licence is not revoked, we recommend that it is specifically stated on the
licence that conditions 12, 13, 14, 15 & 16 are to operate at all times i.e. not just post 11pm when
amplified noise becomes regulated. We also recommend that condition 16 is activated so that a noise
consultant is employed by the premises to assess the premises in relation to acoustic insulation
(condition 15) speaker positioning (condition 14) as well as specify, oversee the installation of and
calibrate an entertainment noise control system etc. to prevent a nuisance occurring in the future.

Appendix 6

Suggested conditions put forward by Responsible Authorities in response
to the application for review:
Conditions proposed by the Council’s Noise Service
The Council’s noise service has proposed that the noise related licensing conditions
currently unenforceable during the provision of deregulated licensable activities,
namely the provision of live and/or recorded music between 08:00 and 23:00, are
reapplied for such activities.
1.

Current Annex 2 conditions numbered 12 to 15 will now have effect at any
time live and/or recorded music and dancing is provided under this licence;
and

2.

Condition 16 of Annex 2 of the premises licence shall now be enacted.
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